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A distinctive Modern design 
as Gateway to East 
Liberty at Penn and 
Centre Avenues



Centre Avenue Façade and Entrance  
+Customized to triangular plot: sawtooth plan form, pedestrian access to both main streets
+Rhythmic formal moves: contributes texture, materiality, and shadow play to the streetscape + skyline 
+Showcases quality Modern materials: signature brick, glass, terrazzo, aluminum 



Sophisticated, Rhythmic Form



Penn Avenue Façade and Entrance 
+Simple, strong massing with central grand entrance
+Symmetry: a dynamic contrast to the Centre Ave facade with bold formality + full-height glazing
+Distinctive but related façades to two major streets 
+Showcases quality Modern materials and construction 



Parklet Proximity
+A vegetated arboreal respite at the convergence of Avenues, activated with a side entrance
+Maximize use of peninsular triangular plot, potential amenity to pedestrians, community marker



Details
+Quality building materials:  green glazed mottled brick, terrazzo, 
vertical glazing elements, stainless chevron mullions, tinted green glass
+As hardworking & straightforward as the region
+Intact building envelope - built to last 
+Unique character provides visual pedestrian interest

coffered interior ceiling panels



Preservation of Modernist Heritage:
preserving the Innovation of Modernism.

Social
Technical
Aesthetic

Setting/Context



Pittsburgh Modernism.

Social: corporate & civic relations
Technical: materials, innovation, industry

Aesthetic: reflecting usage, climate, resources, regional trends
Setting/Context: Pittsburgh’s distinct topography and plan/program



Mellon Bank Records at Detre Library & Archives at the Senator John Heinz History Center
The Heinz History Center acquired the Mellon Bank Records from the Mellon Bank Historical Library and Archives in 1995

Collection of Mellon Bank News 
monthly publications 
(1950s-1980s)

Supplemental Resources.
Ex. Contractor Ledgers

Mellon Bank Records date between 1880s-1970s and depict 
the employees and founders, buildings and architecture, and 
promotional activities of Mellon Bank and its acquired 
financial establishments.



A collection of Mellon Bank News issues (1960s-1980s) :  Corporate emphasis on design

 



Pittsburgh's collection of Mellon Bank branches is a unique, extensive assemblage of varied architectural style.  
Designed with intention and thoughtfulness of siting, program and form, the buildings represent an idealistic 
irreplaceable standard of our built environment: an exemplary treasure trove of American Corporate Modernist 
structures.  Pittsburgh can lead by example in preserving  the collection.



Upper Fifth (Uptown) Branch
1966

2021
Vacant



Squirrel Hill Branch
1965

2021
Citizens Bank



Lawrenceville Branch
1966

Redeveloped as 
co-retail concept 

with cafe & 
eatery, 2021



University Center Branch
1961

Paraboloid Thin-Shell Concrete Structure
DEMOLISHED 2004



Monroeville Mellon Bank Branch, 1960
Citizens Bank, 2020Aliquippa Branch, 1960

Bethel Park Branch
Fort Couch Road

Photo taken 2021



Prefabricated 
Mobile Branch Unit 

1967



East Liberty branch: A part of the collection 



Pittsburgh National Bank’s Modernism 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 1966
Fifth Avenue and Craig Street, Oakland Another gem in the genre.









Penn Avenue between S. Highland 
Avenue & Sheridan Square

Penn Avenue between Centre 
Avenue & Sheridan Square



Proposed Citizens Bank 
Views & Site Plan
Plans currently awaiting demo permit 
final approval to remove 6112 Penn Ave
Citizens Bank Architects: 
Bisbano + Associates



New KeyBank at 
S. Negley & Penn Ave 



CONCERN REGARDING OVERALL PLANNING VISION FOR BLOCK IN HISTORIC HEART OF EAST LIBERTY



East Liberty Circulation and Mobility Action Plan
Phase One: Walkability, Accessibility, and Parking
Prepared for the East Liberty Community 
March 2014

Report Produced by:
East Liberty Development Inc.
Remaking Cities Institute of CMU
Walker Parking Consultants



Business Incubator. 
Community Hub.  

Pedestrian magnet. 
Historical marker.

Pittsburgh Modern Committee 
conceptual reuse proposal



Improvement potential: 
side entrance to parklet

Pittsburgh Modern Committee conceptual reuse proposal

















Mellon Bank’s branch in East Liberty should be designated as a historic building. East Liberty was
once home to an abundance of unique architecture that has slowly been stolen from our streets in place of new
architecture and apartment high rises. We must be urgent in our work to preserve the neighborhood’s remaining

gems in respect to its residents.
*

It is unique architectural gems like the
former Mellon Bank building in East Liberty that make an imagable, special place. We need to preserve the

architectural heritage of our places before they disappear completely. The Mellon Bank building has character,
heart, history, and scale that is irreplaceable.

*
I consider this building to be a landmark and one of the architectural highlights of East Liberty. The

thoughtful and creative design of the 3 street-facing sides of the building knit an awkward triangular piece of
land into the fabric of the neighborhood.

*
I’ve always admired this building for its uniqueness and design. It stands out and provides needed

character in a neighborhood that is rapidly losing it to new generic construction.
*

As a heritage conservation consultant formerly from the Pittsburgh area, I support the effort to save
the former Mellon Bank branch in East Liberty. This building contributes to the character of the neighborhood,

reflecting the diverse people that have shaped its past and the architecture that forms its identity. Pittsburgh has
lost too many resources that have left voids in its tangible history.


